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TO INSPIRE AND TO BE INSPIRED BY ALL OF THE PHOTOGRAPHY COMMUNITY

INSPIRED EYE

NOT QUITE YOUR TYPICAL MAGAZINE
It has a traditional + interactive philosophy

FULLSCREEN

Notice our Readers and Advertisers:
The publishers of Inspired Eye Magazine take every care in the
production of each issue but we are not liable in any way for any editorial
error, omission, mistake or typographical error.
In the case of advertising material supplied, we as publishers, make no
representation and provide no warranty as to the accuracy of descriptions
or offers within.
As publishers we accept no liability for any loss, which any person may
incur while relying on the accuracy or description of any statement or
photograph herein. The views expressed by all contributors are not
necessarily those of the publisher. Inspired Eye Magazine reserves
the right to decline any advertising for any reason. All of the content
published in this magazine is subject to copyright held either by the
publisher in the whole or in part by the contributing photographers. Any
infringement may incur legal action. No part of this magazine may be
used in part or in full in any way without the express written permission
of the publisher.
The contributors of the magazine are responsible for the content they
produce. The publishers are not responsible for any failure to provide
model releases, location releases or the like.
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By default the magazine
tries to open in fullscreen
as it it designed to take
advantage of the screen
real estate. For tablets and
phones, view the help file
of your pdf reader. It is
usually view>fullscreen.

HYPERLINKS

MULTIMEDIA

DOWNLOADS

The magazine is a stand
alone document that can
be enjoyed as is offline,
but throughout the pages
are hyperlinks to further
the experience. There are
links within the magazine
and links to the WWW.

PDF reader supports
embedded media, you
should be able to listen
to it or view within
the magazine, if not, a
download link is
provided. Varies issue to
issue.

This magazine may
contain downloads.
Downloads will vary issue
to issue but we plan to
release audio visual and
photography related
content.
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W

e put the spotlight on photographers at large. We’re not concerned
with whether they’re famous or unknown, professional or amateur,
full-time or just shooting after work.

4.

e feature photographers of all different skill levels. Everyone started
somewhere, everyone has something to say, and everyone needs some
attention.

5.

T

6.

W

7.

E

8.

s much as possible, we try to preserve typos and mistakes, and we
minimize editing. We do this to preserve the voice of the photographer
and to show that English is not the universal language – photography is.

9.

O

10.

hile we do not focus exclusively on street photography, it’s the
most accessible form of photography and the most practiced by the
community.

nspired Eye exists to showcase the work of the photography community,
to learn, to teach, to inspire and to be inspired from it.

nspired Eye is a platform for photographers. We believe in an
ongoing relationship with the community, so expect to see recurring
photographers.

W

he format, the selection, and the design are geared toward developing
your eye, your heart and your mind.
e repeat our questions in order to see the different answers that can
come from the same question – we see this as a teaching tool.

ach question is about the photographer, but the answers are puzzle
pieces that the reader can pick and choose for themselves. By relating (or
the opposite), readers can form their own view of photography

A

ur readers’ gallery is thick because we want to showcase the most work
possible by our community.

W
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What inspired you to become
a photographer?
I have had a fascination with photography for as
long as I can remember. I have vivid memories
of my dad taking pictures using a Polaroid Land
Camera and the anticipation of waiting for the
instant film to develop. The excitement of seeing
that image for the first time was amazing, I still
experience that feeling when I upload my images
or develop film.

What age are you and at
what age did you start your
journey as a photographer?
I’m 49 years old. I developed a serious interest
in my early teens. I remember my dad bringing
home a shiny, silver Topcon 35mm SLR that he
never quite learned how to use. I was forbidden to
touch it, so of course I instantly became obsessed.
My dad traveled regularly for work, which left the
camera largely unguarded. When he was away I
would ride my bike several miles to the local drug
store that was known for selling generic items and
buy generic 35mm film. I’d purchase as many rolls
as my weekly allowance would allow and I would
race home. Sneaking the Topcon out of the house,
I’d take pictures of anything and everything,
resulting in stacks of pretty horrible images. It
was beyond fantastic and I couldn’t get enough.
My dad had no idea until much later on when
the Topcon met a watery death during a weekend
canoeing trip. I remember that conversation being
a tough one.

Would you mind sharing some of
the things you feel helped you along
the way with your photography,
(lessons, workshops, books etc)....
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and also some of the things that
may have hindered you that you
overcame on this journey?
After developing an interest in taking pictures, it
wasn’t long before I realized that I needed help
with the basics. I had no idea what I was doing
and my images showed it. I begged my mom into
buying a John Hedgecoe basic photography book
and I dove in. It wasn’t long before ISO, Shutter
and Aperture started actually making sense. With
this knowledge, my images quickly became almost
mediocre.
For years I went back and forth between not
shooting and months of obsession.
In college I took a few semesters of photography
just to have access to the university dark room
but the classroom environment and peer critique
helped me tremendously. I had a professor who
showed an interest in my ability and really worked
with me. I’ve been a student of photography ever
since. I regularly attend workshops whenever my
schedule allows.
Do you feel photography enhances your life. If so,
how?
Around the time I discovered the world of street
photography my son was born with serious
medical problems, my mom was diagnosed with
a terminal illness and my dad was diagnosed with
early onset Alzheimer’s disease. Losing myself,
camera in hand, in the backstreets of a city was a
great way to clear my mind and vanish for a while.
Photography has always been an escape for me. It
is something I lose myself in and it helps me reset.

Question 5
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If we are speaking specifically
of photographers, which are the
ones of the past and present do
you admire?
When I first discovered street
photography I had no idea what
it was called. It reminded me
of the old war photos I had
seen in magazines so I searched
online for “war photography.” I
remember finding the work of
Robert Capa and a few others
but it wasn’t until I clicked on
the name Peter Turnley that I
really fell in love.
His work immediately
resonated with me. The
connection with his subjects
felt very honest plus his
composition style is beautiful.
Studying Turnley’s images
really opened my eyes to the
beauty of working on the street.
I am also fascinated by the work
of Ray Metzker. His use of
light and shadow, especially in
Philadelphia during the 1960’s,
is incredibly inspiring to me.
He was brilliant.
Recently, I had the opportunity
to spend a couple of weeks in
Northern Vietnam shooting
with Hanoi based photographer
Chu Viet Ha. I learned an
amazing amount from Ha and
his way of shooting. He has a
great way of interacting with his
subjects on the street and his
use of frame is incredible.
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Do you do
photography for hire
or as an art form?
I do sell images and have some
hanging in local galleries. I
have shot weddings and
sporting events in the past,
but that was a dead end for
me. I have a big respect for
photographers that shoot these
types of markets, I just don’t
have the love for it. I try to
focus on what interests me and
what I enjoy.
I know lots of photographers
that choose subject matter
entirely on what they can sell,
they have to. It’s the same with
taking images in the mindset of
what will get the most “likes” on
social media. I can see where
it would be easy to fall into that
trap. At the end of the day I just
want to make images that make
me happy. If others connect
with them on some level I feel
very thankful, but that can
never be the motivation. If I
wanted lots of “likes” I would
probably shoot kittens, people
go nuts over kittens.

What do you do
for work and how
does photography
fit into that?
I work in the medical field, it
is how I pay the bills and it is
a totally different passion for
me. I really try to keep the two
worlds as far apart as possible,

even though occasionally they
do run into each other. I’ve
spent time in Central America
documenting medical mission
groups. My career in the
medical field opened those
doors for me.
In the past I have also been
hired to take documentary
style images that were used for
medical marketing purposes.
It’s great to see my images
on a billboard or in a medical
magazine. So even though I
try to seperate the two they do
occasionally cross paths and
that’s not always a bad thing.

When you work,
are you working on
different series or
just finding photos
that fit the way you
feel at the moment?
Both. I usually leave home
with an idea of what I would
like to focus on and currently
I am working on a couple of
long term projects that will
hopefully someday become
books. Sometimes I stick to
the plan, but I always keep an
open mind because you never
know what will happen or
what opportunity will present
itself. That’s what I love about
shooting on the street, you have
very little control.

Can you describe a
few of your trigger
mechanisms that

make you want to
stop and shoot?
I am inspired by good light
more than anything else and pay
attention to light everywhere
I go. I see it when driving
and make mental notes to
return under similar lighting
conditions when I have the
time. If I see a really good spot,
I can’t wait to come back with
a camera. I’ve been successful
with several images by returning
to a place multiple times until
everything falls into place. I
love when things fall into place.
Inspiration can come from lots
of other areas. It can be an

event or even the right weather.
One of my biggest triggers is
studying the work of others.
There are so many talented
photographers out there and
seeing their work inspires me to
get out and take pictures.

How strong of a
connection do you
have with your
subject matter and
can you describe
that connection?
I feel on some level you have
to find something in your
subject to connect with or the
photograph just won’t work.

In my personal experience the
stronger the connection the
better the image. With me it has
to be honest, I just can’t fake it.
I’ve learned over time if I’m not
feeling it, I need to walk away
because I’m wasting my time
and the subjects time.
For me, the scene has to speak
to me. It’s difficult to explain,
but sometimes I go out and walk
for hours without anything to
show for my time. Then there
are days when I see images
everywhere. It’s a process that
I have no control over, I’ve
tried to force it and when I do it
always ends with frustration.
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What are your
recurring themes?
Because light and shadow
are often what attracts me
to a scene, of course it is a
dominant component in a lot of
my images. A few years back I
read a book called “Chasing the
Light” by
Ibarionex Perello and the last
chapter, “The Transformative
Power of Light” struck a chord
with me. It helped open my
eyes to how light and shadow
play a role in creating a mood.
Another theme that seems to
repeat for me is individuals lost
in their own world, not really
aware of their surroundings.
When I go through my personal
catalog I see lots individuals
looking off in the distance or
appearing deep in thought.
Sometimes I get a sense of
isolation and even loneliness.

What is the distance
to your subject you
are most comfortable
with while working?
It depends not only on what
image I’m trying to capture
but what mood I am in at the
time. I would love to say I can
shoot really close every time
if I choose, but the truth is it’s
something I have struggled with
since the beginning. There are
days when I can get really close
to my subjects without any
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hesitation and there are days
when I get that feeling in my
stomach and I miss the shot.
It’s still a work in progress.

through a nasty bout of gear
acquisition syndrome. But the
sticker price is a little much to
stomach.

What is your favorite
Focal Length or
Field of View?

Do you have a
preference for Black
& White or Color?
Please explain why.

Early on I fell in love with the
35mm focal length. I shot for a
very long time using only the 35
and became very comfortable
with it. Recently I started
using a 28mm and I am really
enjoying the wider field of view.
When shooting with Chu Viet
Ha he explained that he has
been shooting with the same
camera/lens for so long he has
the ability to see where the
frame will fall before raising
the camera. He repeatedly
demonstrated this to me, it was
impressive. I would love to be
that familiar with my setup, but
I’m not that dedicated to one
lens.

What camera are
you working with
currently?
I’ve been shooting with a
Leica M9 since the camera
was released and I am very
comfortable with it. I know it’s
strengths and it’s limitations
very well. I do own other
cameras, but the m9 produces
a look that I love. It’s become
an old friend. Last month I
demoed the M10 and went

When I started shooting street
photography I focused on
black and white. Not only was
it what I was seeing online
from the photographers I
studied but coming from a
film background I was used to
working that way. Developing
my own film at home in the past
limited me to shooting black
and white film, so I rarely shot
anything in color. Over time,
shooting digital, I have become
comfortable with color and now
let the scene dictate the choice.
I set the camera to RAW+Jpeg
and this allows me to have
the camera screen display the
images in Black and White. I
prefer this for playback because
it allows me to focus more on
light and shadows. Having the
RAW file gives me the option of
choosing color or B&W later.

How do you feel about
being photographed?
I’m not a huge fan of the way I
look in pictures. In my mind
I’m much better looking,
taller, and ripped. When I see
a picture with me in it, I just

don’t live up to my expectations.
Because of this I try to stay on
the photographer side of the
camera whenever possible.

Do you like to work
by yourself or to have
someone with you?
Please explain why.
I have a close group of friends
in the area that I try to meet
up with regularly. It usually
turns into us drinking coffee
and hanging out, but we do
find time to shoot together
as a group. I enjoy the meet
ups, but I definitely feel more
productive shooting alone. I
like to spend a lot of time in a

single spot when I feel there is an
image there and having others
with me sometimes stops me
from staying put. In the past
I have shot with people who
really aren’t respectful to other
photographers or the subject, I
try to avoid those personalities
as much as possible. Negativity
destroys my creativeness.

Do you listen to music
while you are shooting?
How do you feel the
music enhances the
visual experience?
I am very affected by music and
I definitely feel music puts me in
a more creative state. I do listen

to music, but I’m very careful
not to get myself into a bad
situation because of not being
able to hear my surroundings.
One of my favorite memories of
shooting in Southeast Asia was
the Bac Ha Market in Northern
Vietnam. Not able to speak or
understand the language, I put
on music and just lost myself
in taking pictures. Every time I
play any of that particular music
it immediately brings me back to
that day.
Do you have a preference for
images as an analog or as a
digital state?
I absolutely love film, but digital
is so convenient. I own a few
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really great film cameras but the
post-processing is such a pain
and I’ve gotten really lazy about
it. I feel there is good and bad
with both mediums. Obviously
there is the instant gratification
from digital but that’s not
always a good thing for me. I’m
very hard on myself and hate
all my work when I look at it
too soon. The images I think
will be solid usually fall short
and all I can see are the faults.
It’s only after a little time that I
actually look at the images with
an honest eye and see them for
what they are. Because of this I
have a habit of waiting days or
even weeks before uploading
my digital images to Lightroom.
Film forces me to wait, while
the temptation of looking
immediately at the digital files
can sometimes be overwhelming
and i occasionally give in.

How important is the
post-processing of the
pictures in your work?
My post-processing routine is
very simple. I use Lightroom
and have a couple of “go to”
presets that I’ve created. They
have evolved over time to
what they are now and I rarely
deviate from them these days.
For the most part my presets
add a touch of contrast and I
adjust exposure manually. The
only thing different with film is
that I scan the negatives with
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a Plustek scanner and then go
into Lightroom with the files.
I try very hard not to crop,
but for some reason I have a
tendency to tilt the camera to
the right when I shoot. So I
almost always have to straighten
the frame in post. One of my
friends joked recently that I
must have one leg shorter than
the other, but I honestly can’t
shoot straight to save my life.

Where in the world
are you located?
The town I live in is called
Thibodaux. It’s a small college
town in South Louisiana
centrally located between
three larger cities, all offer very
different areas for shooting.
It’s also near lots of interesting
rural, coastal areas that can be
very interesting to shoot.

Where is your favorite
place to work?
It’s hard to find a more
interesting location then New
Orleans. The French Quarter
and surrounding areas are a
constant source of subjects and
events that lend themselves to
taking pictures. Having grown
up in the area, I shy away from
the usual tourist type images.
I love when I come away with
a picture that doesn’t scream
stereotypical New Orleans.

When you’re feeling
somewhat slow or
lost, how do you find
your way back to
find inspiration to
get working again?
Coffee, lots of coffee! For me it’s
about not forcing it. If I’m not
feeling it I will usually stop, find
a coffee shop and just let myself
reset. Often that’s all it takes to
get me going again, but I also
know when to throw in the towel
and call it a day. Sometimes
taking a week or two away from
the camera is a good thing and I
have a feeling of being refreshed
when I come back to shooting.

Do you go to
exhibitions or do
so on the web?
I try to stay in the loop as far
as exhibits in my area, New
Orleans has a pretty active
gallery scene. Recently I
attended a Lee Friedlander
exhibit as well as a Herman
Leonard exhibit. Last month
I was in Washington DC and
visited galleries with Richard
Avedon and Diane Arbus
exhibits. Amazing stuff. It’s
one thing to see work online
in digital form but to see real
prints in person is a whole other
level. There’s nothing better
then Black and White images
done on Silver Gelatin. In the
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New Orleans French Quarter
there is a photographic gallery
called “A-Gallery” on Chartres
St.
They have a large inventory
where you can see hundreds
of prints by Salgado, Erwitt,
Bresson, Arbus, and many
many more. I regularly stop in
and look at the work on display.
It can be incredibly humbling
and inspiring at the same time.
Seeing these prints makes me
realize how much I have to
learn, but it’s great inspiration.

Do you collect other
photographers work?
I have a small collection, mostly
the work of locals. I do have a
Bruce Gilden on display in my
home. My wife is not a fan and
was less than thrilled when I
put that one up.

How do you feel about
the current state
of photography?
The internet and accessibility of
cameras has changed the world
of photography drastically.
What used to take years
to master is now available
instantly online and pretty
much to anyone. It’s a great
time to be taking pictures. I
find it interesting that we have
entered an era of photographers
who have never had to wait
for images to develop or been
limited to the rolls of film they
have with them.
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Recently I was at a local park
with my wife and son when
I noticed the person next to
us holding a massive DSLR
with a huge lens. She was
photographing a small group
of swimming ducks and every
few seconds would lean on the
shutter and take long bursts
of images. This went on for
a length of time. The ducks
weren’t really swimming, they
were just sort of floating. I
couldn’t help but think what
a boring time she was going
to have clicking through what
I’m sure where hundreds of
the same shot. It has become
common to see people “spray
and pray” hoping to get
something good instead of
trying to develop skills.
I also find that online there are
a lot of angry critics. Instead
of building each other up and
encouraging others, there
is a tendency to bash other
photographers’ work as a sport.

How satisfied are you
in your current state
of photography and
what would you like
to improve upon?
In the past I was very rarely
satisfied with my work and
had a tendency to focus on the
negative. I have worked really
hard to get out of that mindset
and I am a lot better at looking
past the imperfections, but they
are still there and I still see
them. I do get really frustrated
with myself when I feel like I

could have done better and I
am definitely my worst critic.
It’s hard to get out of that frame
of mind, I’m just wired that
way.
I have often wondered what
iconic photographers see when
they look at their own images.
I have this mental image of
Henri Cartier-Bresson with his
contact sheets saying “oui, oui,
oui, parfait!”, but the world is
a better place to me if he had
frustrations and insecurities
too.

Can you describe
how you judge the
success or failure
of your work?
That’s a tough one. When I
think of the images I’m most
proud of, it’s definitely images
I’ve let sit for a while and
returned to. I often put images
in a folder and just move on.
When I come back at a later
date and an image jumps out at
me I feel like it’s strong.

What would you
be doing now if
you had not picked
up the camera?
One of my other interests is
music and I’ve played guitar
since I was a kid. I’d be
focusing more on that If it
wasn’t for photography.

What do you dislike
about photography?

Other then not having enough
time to travel and shoot daily,
there’s not much I dislike. …
except Selective Color. There
I said it, I hate selective color
images with a passion. In the
history of man there has only
been one successful use of
selective color in my opinion,
it was in the movie Schindler’s
List. Friends don’t let friends
shoot Selective Color.

If you would like
to make a closing
statement, we’d
love to hear what
you have to say.
My fear with doing this type
of interview is that I would

somehow misrepresent
myself as something I’m not.
The bottom line for me is I
really love taking images and
challenging myself personally,
everything else is not as
important.
Progress comes in tiny steps for
me and I celebrate each success,
but my failures are greater in
number. I go through extremes
from feeling really good about
my work to thinking I should
never be allowed to use a camera
again, sometimes in the very
same day.
It often seems like just when I’m
at my highest level of frustration
I have my biggest successes and

instantly I’m on top of the world.
It’s very exciting for me to go
back through my images from
years ago and see where I’ve
come from.
Sometimes we need to do that
to check our progress and put
things into perspective. If I
never take an image that people
love or wins awards, I’m ok
with that. I’ll still be out there
enjoying the weather, drinking
lots of coffee and not shooting
selective color.

WEBSITE
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Please tell us something about
you, your life and interest etc.
Hi! My name is Jaime Bird and I currently
reside in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. I have
been interested in photography since I was
quite young and being quite old now I still
have managed to get myself out there and
do street photography.

Since your last interview,
have you worked on and or
completed any projects?
Yes! Since my last interview I have started
a website! Very excited about it and I have
enjoyed the process of curating and adding
new images. I never thought that I would
do a site, but I think it has ben a great
experience to see my work in that context.
Check it out, sidewalkstoryteller.com In
addition to the website I have been really
fortunate to have exhibiting so frequently.

Would you please describe
some details to these projects?
In October, I was screened into the
PIttsburgh Society of Artists Guild. It has
awarded me the opportunity to exhibit my
work, as well as being part of an open air
gallery with Captured Pittsburgh, and a
brand new gallery opening, Ketchup City
Creative, where I was just one artist in a
group show. I also had an ongoing solo
exhibit at Gasoline Street Coffee Company,
but the biggest project to be part of was
being juried into the Three Rivers Arts
Festivals Juried Arts Exhibition. I feel
completely humbled and honored to have
been a part of these projects. When I
started shooting street photography I was
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told over and over that it would be difficult to
exhibit and sell. I hope that I, in some small
way have shattered that illusion.

Have you noticed a change in your
vision or work and what is it?

I am still in the honeymoon phase with the
Fujix100T. I haven’t made any changes to
my gear at all. I have picked up a few film
cameras, and I have been revisiting the art of
film photography. Currently I been using an
Olympus Trip and a Canon AE1.

At first, looking back through my work I wasn’t
seeing anything drastic in my approach to
shooting. But as I started to print my work, it
was then that I noticed subtle changes in my
proximity to the subject. My relationship to
the subject, my very very brief encounter had
somehow managed to create a narrative of my
encounter with them. I have also been doing
much more documentary work. From protests
to parades I have been immersing myself in the
documenting of the actions here in Pittsburgh. I
also find it really satisfying to be an observer, in
a different way than candid street photography.
Being part of someone’s passion for protest or
their pain at an injustice, being a quiet observer
and documenting these accounts has made me
have a better deeper understanding of my own
work and how I want to pursue my photography
going forward.

What is your favorite Focal
Length or Field of View?

As time passes, our path may be
different than we anticipated.
Have you noticed anything
in particular that may have
helped or hindered your work?

My new website is SIDEWALKSTORYTELLER.
COM Its just as good as grandmas vacation
slides!

One constant that I find that always seems to
hinder my progress or something that keeps
me back is self doubt because I always try to
represent my work and keep to my true self,
what I want to portray and create. That being
said, I have been using that doubt to push
myself.

Have you made any changes
in your gear or process?
Can you explain what?
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I have been shooting exclusively with a 35mm.
That focal length requires a close intimacy
with the subject. Maybe sometime I will move
to a 50mm but for now I really feel I haven’t
mastered the 35mm yet! I like that it forces me
right out of my comfort zone

What camera are you
working with currently?
My status should read, currently in a
relationship with the FujiX100T and its serious.

Have you had any exhibitions,
worked published or new
online websites?

What are your plans
for the future?
If I had one wish for the future, it would be
to see my work printed in a book. As an avid
photo book collector I dream of one day having
a body of work worthy of becoming a published
collection.

WEBPAGE
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Change is Good
Creativity loves routine. Until it doesn’t. I
find that I create routines and a repetition
of styles and techniques in order to motivate
and create and hopefully to work through
and better the processes. It is helpful when
attempting to see progress and areas for
improvement. Looking back is helpful for
looking forward.
With digital photography it is too easy
to take too many photos! To lose sight of
what you’re doing. And yes, to become
overwhelmed. It is definitely a good thing to
have a few projects to work on and to have a
focus for what to shoot and how to shoot it.
Creating your own style comes as a result of
putting this into practice.
But I guess you could also say that I’ve been
blessed with the ability to become bored
with the repetition of both how and what
I choose to shoot. There are times when
it’s important to break routines. To switch
things up. To try something new. Something
different.
There’s a sign at one of my favorite cafes
that says “Don’t Fear Change.” I always
smile when I see it. While it has a different
connotation, for me it always states the
obvious that we shouldn’t fear changing our
routines in photography.
Any creative pursuit demands of us to open
ourselves up to new possibilities and to
explore different methods and subjects to
shoot. Oh, you can always go back to any of
the ways you were shooting before and you’ll
probably have found that in the process that
you bring something new into it.

WEB PAGE
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RE:

RE: Is a feature where we re-interview past photographers in order to observe changes in their views,
styles, process, and more.
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Since your last interview,
have you worked on and or
completed any projects?
Working on a series on the American South
in the last several years. Also did portrait
and assignment work, but mainly focused
on writing fiction and the business of editing
and publication. I am writing and getting
published as a short story writer and as a
labor journalist. Also as a blogger at Focus
on the Story. This isn’t that I deemphasized
photography because I always was a writer.
Photography is a means to help get a better
grasp of my immediate surroundings.

Would you please describe some
details about these projects?
The American South is more a personal
journey about places I lived or visited, or
have family attachments. I hope to return
next summer for an extended period to
complete it. I know, everyone’s done the
South. But this is more about me and
where I came from than anything else

Have you noticed a
change in your vision or
work and what is it?
I guess it is a sense that I got better, though
this is a subjective, personal view. Vision
is something you are born with. Learning,
struggling while developing the mechanics of
timing and paying attention to what is around
you is a means to develop a stronger body of
work, at least personally. I’m more making
an effort to document the emotions and sense
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of a time in American history in the context of
rapid transition. We may not see it now because
we are embedded in it, but what struck me
when I took all this on—that decision to grab a
camera and start snapping photographs—was
a realization that the New York City I moved to
in 1989 was changing. The architecture of the
neighborhoods and the people who inhabited
them are rapidly changing. Social mores,
outward aspects of human behavior were
different, even from the early 2000s. It is in a
word, a social and political revolution that now
most Americans are reacting to.
Change is real, but also difficult. Revolutions
produce a reaction. No one wants their bubble
burst, or forced to face uncomfortable truths.
So my role as artist is holding up a mirror
for others to see what is going on. This is an
attempt to get others to see and understand,
and accept that nothing lasts forever, and
to raise consciousness to find the means to
help make this new world better than before,
because these changes is irreversible. Forever
changes. Deal with it.
So, in my own insignificant way, I am striving to
document that moment of time that is reflective
of the passing of the old order of American
society and the birth pangs of the new. It my
not look significant now, but this might matter
in the future. If these things I’m throwing out
there still don’t look like much, well, at least
I tried. This is basically a visual diary with an
angle. So, that’s the change in vision.

As time passes, our path may be
different than we anticipated.
Have you noticed anything
in particular that may have
helped or hindered your work?
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I juggle multiple art forms, writing, blogging,
and photography, so that sometimes hinders
workflow, as well as a full-time job, but hey, I
love life and positive action. Also, the people
I met in the last few years in the course
of being on the scene have added to my
knowledge base and perspective. I’ve made
great friends and not a week goes by where I
don’t’ discover something new.

Have you made any changes
in your gear or process? Can
you explain what and why?
I am more selective and better at editorial,
but that’s still debatable. Gear-wise I
switched to Sony in 2015.

What is your favorite Focal
Length or Field of View?
I prefer 35 to 50 mm. I like being one with
the wallpaper when I am out on the street.
For my other work I use what I think is
needed for the job.

What camera are you
working with currently?
A Sony RX-1, along with several film cameras
and my iPhone. If I need something for an
assignment or a specific project, I borrow
from friends.

Have you had any exhibitions,
worked published or
new online websites?
Yes!
Niepcebook no. 2, 2016 (out of print)
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https://www.corridorelephant.com/productpage/niepcebook-n-02-270-exemplaires
June 2015:“Pisa/NY on the Street,” Museo
Della Grafica, Pisa, Italy	
January 2016: “Discussion,” curated by
Pablo Bartholomew, Chennai, India
June 2016: Photo Ireland, Dublin
Sept. 2016-Sept. 2017: “NYC&T,” Art Thou
Gallery, Berkeley, CA
June 2017, “Exploring Creativity,” a
discussion by Marie Laigneau, Out of
Chicago conference, Chicago, IL
May-June 2017: “Street Wise,” Darkroom
Gallery, Essex Junction, VT
May-June 2018: “Art of Street Photography,”
Dublin, Ireland
Also I will be have a portfolio published in
Palooka, a literary journal.
http://palookamag.com/home

What are your plans
for the future?
Continue working with writing and
photography. Maybe start another novel,
when I can make the time.

If there’s anything you’d like
to say, now’s a good time.
Always be grateful for what you have.
Sometimes the unknown is a good thing.

WEBSITE
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What inspired you to
become a photographer?
Probably the work of masters like Diane Arbus,
Henri Cartier-Bresson, and Walker Evans.
When I was first introduced to their work I
was immersed in literature and spent a career
in language. It wasn’t until much later that I
decided to become a photographer.

What age are you and at
what age did you start your
journey as a photographer?
Okay, I’m not young! I’m 68! I did some work
thirty years ago in film, but only bought my first
digital camera about six years ago.

Would you mind sharing some
of the things you feel helped
you along the way with your
photography, (lessons, workshops,
books etc)....and also some of the
things that may have hindered you
that you overcame on this journey?
Looking at photo books has been a huge
inspiration. I have a very large photo book
collection. I carefully look at the work of other
photographers every day. Also, I have a mentor,
a professional photographer, who has been very
encouraging and who solves all my technical
issues. Nothing has hindered me except perhaps
a shyness with people.

If we are speaking specifically
of photographers, which
are the ones of the past and
present do you admire?
So many! Mary Ellen Mark. Garry Winogrand.
Helen Levitt. Alec Soth. Fred Herzog. Always
Diane Arbus. Stephen Shore. Martin Parr. The
list goes on and on.
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What purpose does
photography serve for you?
It allows me to engage the world and then
to share what I see with the world.
It’s a circular process.

Do you do photography for
hire or as an art form?
Art form.

What do you do for
work and how does
photography fit into that?
I was an English teacher for twenty-five
years. Now I’m free! I have the privilege of
having an independent income.

What Genre’ of photography
are you most comfortable
working in?
Probably street photography, although my
brand of street is a little more open-ended,
maybe documentary even.

When you work, are you
working on different series or
just finding photos that fit the
way you feel at the moment?
I naturally work in a series. Usually, those
series are connected to a place -- like New
York City or the beach. I do a lot of work,
but always in a series. I have several series
going on at any one time.

Can you describe a few of your
trigger mechanisms that make
you want to stop and shoot?

Color! Composition!

How strong of a connection
do you have with your
subject matter and can you
describe that connection?
If you mean people, there is usually
something about the people that draws me
to them, an affinity.

What are your
recurring themes?
Hats. The homeless. The color red. A
tableau style format.

What is the distance to
your subject you are
most comfortable with
while working?
Really as close as possible for my street
portraits. For the tableau images much
farther back, maybe twenty feet.

What is your favorite Focal
Length or Field of View?
I use ALL focal lengths. I use a 24-70 mm
zoom lens which I am pretty comfortable
with.

What camera are you
working with currently?
My main camera is a Sony A7Rii -- which
I love. When I shoot at the beach I use an
older Nikon D610.

How do you see the relationship
with your camera? Is it a
friend, tool or whatever?
It’s my baby!
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as an analog or as
a digital state?

with a plastic lens) and just go
have fun!

Do you exhibit your
work in any form?

I prefer color, but I convert to
black and white occasionally,
especially here in Florida where
the sun is so bright.

Digital. The digital camera was
a revelation to me! I love the
whole process of shooting and
editing. I have worked in analog
also, but find that digital is very
liberating.

Are you self-taught,
educated or a little
bit of both?

How important is the
post-processing of the
pictures in your work?

I am self-taught.

Very. I probably spend as
much time post-processing as
I spend shooting. I’ll shoot in
the morning, then spend all
afternoon at the computer -- it’s
a slow, deliberative process.

Do you have a
preference for Black
& White or Color?
Please explain why.

How do you feel about
being photographed?
Don’t really like it!

Do you like to work
by yourself or to have
someone with you?
Please explain why.
I prefer to work by myself. I
concentrate intensely while
I’m out shooting. No room for
conversation or niceties.

Do you listen to
music while you are
shooting? How do you
feel the music enhances
the visual experience?
No!

Do you have a
preference for images
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Where in the world
are you located?
Tampa, Florida.

Where is your favorite
place to work?
Lately, I love the beach because
of the diversity of the people
there. And the color.

When you’re feeling
somewhat slow or
lost, how do you find
your way back to
find inspiration to
get working again?
I look at photo books. Or I’ll
take a different kind of camera
(like a little Nikon I have fitted

Yes. I’ve had two one-woman
shows in the past year and am
about to have another one in a
couple of months. I also show
my work at group shows at the
local photography museum.
I have a website of course.
Twitter. Facebook.

Do you go to
exhibitions or do
so on the web?
I explore on the web.

Do you collect other
photographers work?
No. Don’t really
have the budget for
that. Interesting
idea though.
Trading prints might work.

How do you feel about
the current state
of photography?
I feel that too much emphasis
is put on flashy gimmicks.
Still, I’m always interested to
see what people are doing. I’m
involved with LensCulture quite
a bit and find much of what they
show to be quite inspiring.
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How satisfied are you
in your current state of
photography and what would
you like to improve upon?
Technically I could improve.

Can you describe how
you judge the success or
failure of your work?
That’s difficult. I suppose composition is the
key for me. The composition has to sing.

What would you be
doing now if you had not
picked up the camera?
Reading. Maybe writing.

What do you dislike
about photography?
Nothing.

Is there a question that
you would like to answer
that I haven’t asked?
No.

If you would like to make a
closing statement, we’d love to
hear what you have to say.
Thanks for the opportunity to show my work
here!

FACEBOOK
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What inspired you to become a
photographer?
I think it started at a very early age. I have
always been, I guess you could say, very
visual. A very early inspiration for me was
black & white cinema. If you watch “On the
Waterfront”, every frame of that film is a
fine art black & white photograph. Also, later
on, good friend’s dad had a darkroom in his
basement. We played together in a band. He
would take band photos and then develop
them in the darkroom as well as enhanced
them in different ways. I just loved the process. Also, I’m fascinated with time. And the
camera is actually a time machine.

What age are you and at
what age did you start your
journey as a photographer?
I’ll just say I started doing and loving photography many years ago.

Would you mind sharing
some of the things you feel
helped you along the way with
your photography, (lessons,
workshops, books etc)....and
also some of the things that
may have hindered you that
you overcame on this journey?
As soon as I came across my first photography book of black & white photos I was
hooked. So I would say books were important. After that, meeting and learning from
other photographers was very important
both from a learning standpoint and as being
inspirational. My first book was published by
the Fox Chase Bank Corp. which led to galler-
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ies in Taos and Santa Fe, New Mexico. Things
that hindered me were finding the time for
my work and while raising my three daughters’. It was hard to come up with the funds
for equipment I wanted to use. But, you have
to make it work with what you have.

Do you feel photography
enhances your life? If so, how?
By allowing me to be in that creative zone
whenever I’m working. It feels free and uncompromising. Unlike everyday life which, if
you want to survive, you must make consent
adjustments and concessions as you work
your way through the maze. And also the
fascinating and wonderful people you meet in
the art and photography world in general.

If we are speaking specifically
of photographers, which
are the ones of the past and
present do you admire?
The one photographer I think that has
influenced me the most is Bill Brandt. I fell in
love with his high contrast images and gritty
realism. And at the same time his attention
to the beauty of shape and form, as well as
the feel and flow of his work. Also Walker
Evans, Irving Penn, Gary Winogrand, Richard
Avedon, and many others.

What purpose does
photography serve for you?
It’s my salvation, a release of creative energy.
I guess you can say it keeps me sane. Some
people ride motorcycles, I take pictures. I
actually enjoy being alone and working. I love
the solitary nature of photography.
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Do you do photography for
hire or as an art form?
As an art form. I do sell my work but for the
most part, I don’t do commissions or anything
like that. If someone contacts me about a
particular look or feel they want for a certain
type of installation, I’ll show what I have in that
realm and they can choose from there. I just did
an installation for a software/staffing company
in Exton, Pa. People2.0 Global. I met with the
CEO and showed him my work. They made their
choices from there. I ended up doing 32 pc. 24 x
36.

What do you do for work and how
does photography fit into that?
I’m also involved in the design and installation
of high-end glass mosaics and marble as well.
Which I do mostly thru interior designers who
also show and sell my photography work to their
clients.

What are Genre’ of photography
you most comfortable working in?
Fine art. It’s all about creativity for me. About
getting to the truth, about revealing and going as
deep as possible. I would say my work also has a
documentary look and feel to it. Much of what I
have photographed no longer exists.

When you work, are you
working on different series or
just finding photos that fit the
way you feel at the moment?
If I have an idea for a particular series, I may
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go to a certain area or location and just proceed
from there. Then later go through everything
and choose what I feel works for a particular
series.

Can you describe a few of the
trigger mechanisms that make
you want to stop and shoot?
It has to inspire me in some way. An aspect that
grabs my attention, even though I may not be
aware of it at the time. When I see something I
want to photograph, almost immediately I see
it post. Or what it will become as a photograph.
What attributes it will reveal striped down to
black & white, and with the light at just the right
amount and angle.

How strong of a connection do you
have with your subject matter and
can you describe that connection?
The connection is at a very deep, almost spiritual level. A particular vibe you sometimes get
from a person or place. Your instincts, if you pay
attention, are usually right. It’s the kind of connection similar to when you listen to a particular
piece of music, especially live music, it becomes
transportive. Which is what people say about my
photography.

What are your recurring themes?
For me, the recurring theme is, that whatever I
photograph, the work is consistently a style and
feel that is personal to me. Which is done in a
completely unconscious way. Also, subjects with
great integrity, a story. Something waiting to be
revealed.
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What is the distance to your
subject you are most comfortable
with while working?
Distance doesn’t matter to me. I’ve never considered that.

How do you see the relationship
with your camera? Is it a
friend, tool or whatever?
Well, to me the camera is simply a tool. In the
same way, a paintbrush is a tool for the artist or
a pen for a writer.

Do you have a preference
for Black & White or Color?
Please explain why.
Black & white. I see color as interference, something that gets in the way of the truth. We see
in color, yet black & white looks and feels more
real. And I like the fact it’s all about composition
and tonal depth.

Are you self-taught, educated
or a little bit of both?
Self-taught mostly. I’ve learned a lot from other
photographers whose work I respect also.

How do you feel about
being photographed?
Hate it. The reason why is I’m very aware of just
how revealing a photograph can be. And I don’t
just mean physically but also from a psychological point of view. A great photo of someone
reveals the external and as well as the internal. I
know most people don’t see it that way, but I do.
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Do you like to work
by yourself or to have
someone with you?
Please explain why.
For me, photography is a completely
solitary experience. Having someone
else in that sphere of reality that I move
into would take away from total focus,
which is very much of what photography
is all about.

Do you listen to music while
you are shooting? How do
you feel the music enhances
the visual experience?
I don’t listen to music when I’m shooting. But that being said, I have an extensive musical background, which I
believe has a great deal of influence on
how I visualize a subject when I’m in the
process of making a photograph. I have
recently completed the musical score to
the 10 min. video of all 140 images from
my graphic novel “Illusions of Eternity”.

Do you have a preference
for images as an analog
or as a digital state?
I prefer film; it just has more feel, more
reality. The creative process is very
different. With film, it’s much more a
reflection of reality. At the same time,
the versatility and other attributes
inherent in digital photography can’t
be overstated. The project I’m in the
process of completing, “Illusions of
Eternity”, is a graphic novel using
photography as opposed to illustrations.
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The time constraints of doing
any it another way, other than
digitally, would have made it
almost impossible.
It doesn’t change the work.
If a song is recorded digitally
or on analog tape, and it’s a
great performance and a great
song, it doesn’t matter how it
was recorded. It’s all about the
writing and playing.

How important is the
post-processing of the
pictures in your work?
If you’re doing digital
photography, you need to work
in the digital darkroom. So it’s
important to know what you’re
doing. Subtleties are very
important. If something is over
processed just a little it’s not
good.

Where in the world
are you located?
Just outside of Philadelphia.

Where is your favorite
place to work?

your way back to
find inspiration to
get working again?
Sometimes something will
show up and set off a whole
bunch of new ideas and possibilities. I think the most important thing is to realize that, like
most things, it comes in waves.
I found out long ago that you
can’t go out looking. Inspiration will show up but must find
you working. It’s important to
be in that creative zone.

Do you exhibit your
work in any form?
Not currently. I have in the
past, but right now, my current
project, life in general and my
three daughters, consumes my
every waking moment.

Do you go to
exhibitions or do
so on the web?
Occasionally.

Do you collect other
photographers work?

Winter. Actually, the northeast
part of the country. The region
around Philadelphia, say a 100mile radius.

Yes, I’m a big fan of women
photographers. Ruth Orkin, 
Sylvia Plachy, Dorothea Lang.
Francesca Woodman in particular.

When you’re feeling
somewhat slow or
lost, how do you find

How do you feel about
the current state
of photography?
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It’s unbelievably diluted, cheap
DSLRs and camera phones
along with billions of photos
being dumped on the web and
social media every day. There
is a lot of wonderful work being
done by a lot of talented people
at the same time though, the
technology has made photography accessible to people with
real talent, which is a good
thing.

How satisfied are you
in your current state
of photography and
what would you like
to improve upon?
Well, the obvious answer is
that you always want your work
and standing to continue to
improve. Because hopefully,
that will allow you more opportunities to expand and do
more, whatever that may be.
The more success you have,
the more opportunity’s show
up. Also at the same time, the
most important thing for me
is just taking pictures for myself. That’s where it begins and
ends.

Can you describe
how you judge the
success or failure
of your work?
People tell me they can feel
my images. Some say my work
makes them uncomfortable and
exposes thoughts and feeling
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they would rather not consider. Others say they
feel elation. Some say my images are transportive. I would say all of the reactions, good or bad,
make my work a success. A failure to me is something mundane and innocuous. To be boring and
average, that’s a failure. But in the art world,
there is a great deal of that, which has been very
successful. Both monetarily and in popularity.

What would you be doing now if
you had not picked up the camera?
I would be much more deeply involved in music.
Writing, playing, producing, performing, which
I was doing for many years and plan to get back
to. I stepped away from that because, in that
business, decisions made by others had a huge
impact on whatever I was involved in at the time.
Photography is solitary, which is something I
love about it. I have complete control.

What do you dislike
about photography?
Nothing.

Is there a question that you would
like to answer that I haven’t asked?
Yes. What drives you the most to be the best you
can and never give up?
My three beautiful daughters, Zoë, Jae, and Ava.
And my wife Donna, to whom I owe everything.

If you would like to make a
closing statement, we’d love to
hear what you have to say.
Thank you for asking me to do this interview. It’s
always encouraging to know people think enough
of your work and thoughts to share it with others.

YOUTUBE
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2017 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
1948 © Gottlieb William P
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Please tell us something about
you, your life and interest etc. Put
as much detail as you like and
then we will start the questions.
My story begins on June 21,1963 in a maternity
hospital somewhere in Belgium.”It’s a girl”, they
said. My parents were happy. I suppose, me too,
since it seems that I was very awake from the first
minutes of my life...(Smile)
I studied Art History at the Namur Academy and
photography with Professor Georges Vercheval
at the Charleroi Academy. I lived a few years in
France and Switzerland.
I’m not sure how to introduce myself. Let’s say
that my work is halfway between that of the
photographer, the historian and the restorer of
old paintings.

What inspired you to become a
photographer?
My fascination of famous photographers goes
back to my adolescence. In addition to books, I
collected a lot of images, it had become a kind
of visual private journal. When I found a new
picture. My first reflex was to try to imagine what
colours these great masters of black and white
saw through their lenses. One day, I discovered
an American archive site whose particularity is
to allow visitors to download old photos in black
and white, in high resolution, for the most part
without known restriction.
Through play and curiosity, I began to restore
and colorize one and then two photographs of
Dorothea Lange. The result was a revelation.
What I imagined when I was a teenager was
on my screen. I liked this technique so much
that I decided to learn it by specializing in the
restoration and colorization of old photos.

2015 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
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What age are you and at
what age did you start your
journey as a photographer?
Today, August 9, 2018 I am on earth since
20138 days. Do the math! (Smile) The flame
that lit my passion began when I was 45.

Would you mind sharing
some of the things you feel
helped you along the way with
your photography, (lessons,
workshops, books etc)....and
also some of the things that
may have hindered you that
you overcame on this journey?
I already had a good command of Photoshop.
But I didn’t know this technique. I learned it
by watching videos on Lynda.com.
https://www.lynda.com/Restorationtraining-tutorials/1358-0.html
My list of books by great masters of
photography and classical painters would be
too long to be quoted here.

Do you feel photography
enhances your life. If so, how?
Without hesitation, yes. When I started, I did
not know at the time how my life was going
to change. It was one of my best decisions. At
first, I felt totally foreign to my work.
Despite my skills with Photoshop, I felt
disoriented, as if I was overwhelmed by the
amount of knowledge I needed to acquire.
With practice, gradually, I noticed many
changes. I have become more effective, more

2013 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
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receptive to the things around me, especially in
terms of details like: the colors of the leaves in a
tree, a particular light on a body. All these little
things can switch me into “creation” mode and my
brain puts into motion to capture these images. At
a given moment, whatever the discipline, we stop
being a student and we become a practitioner. We
are using our new knowledge in an increasingly
creative way and we are watching with interest the
reactions they generate.

If we are speaking specifically of
photographers, which are the ones of
the past and present do you admire?
No one of course! No, I’m kidding.(Smile)
There’s so many. I can quote, Diane Arbus, Garry
Winogrand, Saul Leiter, Edward Steichen, Albert
Renger-Patzsch, William Gedney, René Maltête...
For contemporary photographers, I like Tim
Richmond, Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Alisa Resnik,
Nicolas Portnoi.

What purpose does
photography serve for you?
Colorization has some advantages, first, from an
aesthetic point of view it makes the image more
“alive”, it allows to better distinguish the details.
The colorized version offers also the perspective to
discover the world as it was in the past. However,
no colorized image can replace the original in black
and white, because these masterpieces possess, to
resist time, their autonomy and their value.

When you work, are you
working on different series or
just finding photos that fit the
way you feel at the moment?
I spend a lot of time just searching the internet
for images. I choose based on my feelings. I save
everything I find in a big file. So far, I have collected
2015 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
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2016 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
1937 © Jack Delano

about 1953 images for 2018. When I want to
create a new project, I browse my folder or
go back to my favorite websites to see photos
that can either be used for personal work or a
series.

How strong of a connection
do you have with your
subject matter and can you
describe that connection?
Working on old photos, inevitably, there is
something special. Especially when there
are one or more people in the frame. During
the processing, I like to look at them while
zooming in, see unsuspected details and let
myself be guided by my eye instinctively.

What are your
recurring themes?
Street photography and documentary
photography attract me. I also like to work on
portraits, nude photos. What is interesting
about photography is that it can provoke
so many different emotions and memories.
Whatever the theme, the photos I choose
should please me and teach me something
about the time.

What camera are you
working with currently?
My two main software are Photoshop and
Lightroom, and sometimes few others.
Before starting colorization, I’m using
several Photoshop tools to remove the dust,
the scratches, the cracks and any other
imperfections. Once those correction are
done, I’m starting the colorization.
That depend on the general appearance of the
picture and more details there are, the more
time will be along for a photo, it can range
from a minimum of 3 hours to three days.
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How do you see the relationship
with your camera? Is it a
friend, tool or whatever?
A friend.
Since I bought it, it’s very simple, I can’t do
without it. It is true that in my activity, you
have to be very precise and what better than a
graphic tablet to do this kind of work?
Like many users, I wonder how I could have
worked so many years without having one.

Are you self taught, educated
or a little bit of both?
There is no school to learn how to restore
and colorize old photographs. If you want to
know this technique, you have to learn it by
yourself. That’s what I did. I’ve read a lot of
tutorials on the subject and watched a lot of
videos. But, you know, the best thing is to do
your own training and the only way is to test
every day. having Photoshop knowledge helps
a lot.

How do you feel about
being photographed?
My work allows me to escape completely. I
forget everything else. I love this particular
moment when I feel the adrenaline rising as
the image appears in color especially on the
characters.

Do you like to work by yourself
or to have someone with
you? Please explain why.
I like to work alone. I spend many hours in
front of the screen to renovate and test colors
so that they correspond to the image which
I have in my head. This image, nobody sees
it, I am the only one to be able to make it live
2017 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
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1938 © Abbott, Berenice
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again, and even if I desperately wanted to
ask for help, nobody can go to see what takes
place in my head to put these colors. It is a
creative exercise which, de facto, excludes not
only the others, but isolates me completely. At
the same time, I often discuss my ideas, what
I am going to make with my close friends,
because to exchange with them allows me
to tidy up my head. As a matter of fact, the
inspiration, it, needs well and truly to feed on
the world and on others.
It is thus a solitary work, but that results from
multiple contributions and interactions.

Do you listen to music while
you are shooting? How do
you feel the music enhances
the visual experience?
I don’t know if it improves my visual
experience in any case, it is important for
me, it rhythms my creativity. I listen to a
lot of jazz. It gives me energy and helps me
concentrate. Otherwise, classical music is
equally effective. I know some good radio
presenters and DJs. I listen to them very
regularly on Mixcloud.

Where in the world
are you located?
I live in Namur, Belgium.
Namur is a city on a human scale, neither
too big nor too small and it is a good place to
live. There’s poetry on the streets. It’s not the
biggest city, but it has everything. There’s bar
to listen to jazz, bar to taste more than 300
kinds of Belgian beers etc..
You will go from the desire to mix with the
crowd to the desire to settle in the park, quiet,
with a small pack of good fries as we have the
secret or simply with a nice book... In short,
2015 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
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1943 © Unknown.
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2013 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
1942 © Collins Marjory
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I can tell you that the people of Namur know
how to eat well and party.

Where is your favorite
place to work?
I work mostly at home, and more precisely in
my kitchen, the room is bright, it overlooks
a small garden. The problem is that I am
subject to all temptations, stuck that I am,
between the cupboard for cakes and the
refrigerator...(Smile)

When you’re feeling
somewhat slow or lost,
how do you find your way
back to find inspiration
to get working again?
I like to take a break.Because this work
requires a lot of investment in time, energy
and emotions. And then, the desire to create
comes naturally for example, when I find a
photo that takes my guts or when I discover
a contest that titillates my creativity and,
if need be, encourages me to take back my
digital tablet to meet the deadline. The icing
on the cake, if I am selected, it rewards me
for my efforts and boosts my creative “libido”.
Sometimes it is very motivating to proceed
with objectives and the contests seem to me
to meet this criterion.

Do you exhibit your
work in any form?
Not for the moment.
My next exhibition to be held in date 5 – 14
October 2018, Space - Millepiani in Rome.
I can not wait to get feedbacks from the
public.
2016 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
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Then, it’s the surprise... I’ll see!

Do you go to exhibitions
or do so on the web?
Both.
Teenager, I was already hanging out in
museums and art exhibitions.
Today it happens to me take a round trip by
train to see an exhibition. And sometimes I
come a long way to see one painting.

How satisfied are you
in your current state of
photography and what would
you like to improve upon?
Today, I think I have achieved mastery
in my discipline. This year, I have been
selected several times by an Art platform
of critics. I was a finalist in two contests,
one of which is very close to my heart,
11thJulia Margaret Cameron Award. This
“recognition” encourages me to continue my
adventure. And above all it gives the feeling
of belonging to a community.

Can you describe how
you judge the success or
failure of your work?
Success for me is a subjective concept.
The most important thing is to accomplish
yourself in what you love, to get satisfaction
out of it without the ego getting caught up in
it and above all to share your successes with
others or sometimes to build them together.
As for failures, it’s like in personal life, you
have to know how to question yourself, learn
to bounce back when a choice is not the
right one and stay the course.

2015 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
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Is there a question that
you would like to answer
that I haven’t asked?
What message do you want to convey
through your works?
Old coloured photographs are like journeys
back in time where you can walk around and
have fragments of past lives. My message is
no doubt to share emotions. It can be a sad
look of a little girl in a factory, the charm of
a beach in the 10’s, the beauty of a liberated
naked woman, at ease with her body in
Roaring Twenties. All these mysterious
things that it is difficult to define...

said after having left his interlocutors. So, I’m
thinking,here... (Smile)

FACEBOOK
INSTAGRAM
WEBSITE

If I manage to transmit one of them to the
spectators, I am even happier.

What’s something you’ve always
wanted to do but haven’t?
Meet other colorists. I love the idea of the
1920s in Paris where all these great writers,
painters, creators, and thinkers were able to
network and bounce ideas and work off of
one another. I just feel that there is so much
I could learn.

If you would like to make a
closing statement, we’d love to
hear what you have to say.
One word to wrap this up? Hmm! Except,
to say thank you! Do you know this French
phrase “L’esprit de l’escalier”? This has
nothing to do with photography, but I find
it funny, I’m not sure there’s an English
equivalent. Basically, It means that we
think about what we could or should have

2015 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
1924 © Harris & Ewing
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2018 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
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1933 © Samuel Herman Gottscho.
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2014 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
1906 © Detroit Publishing Co

2015 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
1947 © Gottscho-Schleisner.
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2016 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
1939 © New York Daily News - Nassau County’s Jones Beach
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2017 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
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1920’s © Alfred Cheney-Johnston
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2017 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
1940 © Marion Wolcott
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2017 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
1942 © Gordon Parks
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2018 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
1938 © Arthur Rothstein.
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2016 © Marie-Lou Chatel Restored & Colorized.
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1939 © Unknown
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What age are you and at
what age did you start your
journey as a photographer?
First I have to say that I really like the image. Since childhood, I have been passionate
about illustrated images, film images, advertising images and finally photographic images. I started photography late although I am
interested in the subject, I read a lot of books
on photography and I am also a collector. It
all started when I was 38.

What inspired you to become a
photographer?
My wife gave me Steve McCurry’s
book’Ungarded Moment’ because of my passion for India. I fell under the spell of Steve
McCurry’s pictorial photos. So, if I have to
quote a photographer who made me want
to get into photography, it’s Steve McCurry.
These books made me want to discover other
photographers who follow two trends like
documentary photography with Raghu Rai,
Raghubir Singh, and street photography with
Bruce Gilden, Trent Parke, Alex Webb, David
Solomons. My photos oscillate between these
two sides, documentary and street photography.

Would you mind sharing
some of the things you feel
helped you along the way with
your photography, (lessons,
workshops, books etc)....and
also some of the things that
may have hindered you that
you overcame on this journey?
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There are strict but fair rules that I have set for
myself. I tell you briefly what happens before
half a day of photo? When I go abroad to report,
I know I have very little time. So I need to be
very focused. In the morning, I get up very early,
around 4:30 or 5:00. Before leaving, I speak all
alone: “Fuck Serge, you are going to make photos
between 6h00 and 8h30...
At least you need a good picture today. OKAY?
An excellent photo. Be fucking focused!” It is a
stupid mantra but it works for me: it forces me
to be very diligent and contemplative. If I had
to humbly give advice to those who want to take
pictures, I would say this: Be focused, be contemplative and be in love with people.

Do you feel photography
enhances your life. If so, how?
Photography is a wonderful profession. I was
talking about concentration and contemplation
before. They help me to appreciate life better, to
appreciate people better, to be more patient and
open-minded.

If we are speaking specifically of
photographers, which are the ones
of the past and present do you admire?
Hard question, when does the past start for me?
Let’s start with those of the past (some are still
active). Walker Evans, Abbas Attar, Garry Winogrand, Robert Frank, Ishimoto Yasuhiro, Daido
Moriyama, Mao Ishikawa, Bernard Pierre Wolff,
Steve MCCurry, Bruce Gilden, Raghu Rai, Raghubir Singh,Harry Gruyaert, Pierre Woolf...
And those that currently interest me: Liu Zheng,
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Amit Mehra, Amit Pasricha, Nick Turpin, Matt
Stuart, David Solomons, Matt Weber, Wu
Jialin, Dougie Wallace, Stuart Freedman, Troy
Holden,,... I could name dozens more!

or corporate photography, I do not have the
same freedom anymore. The point of view of
an artistic director or director of communication must be respected

What purpose does
photography serve for you?

When you work, are you
working on different series or
just finding photos that fit the
way you feel at the moment?

The photo serves to open the eyes on the world
and to open the heart.

Do you do photography for
hire or as an art form?
Both, sir. I make my living mainly from
corporate photography. And what I earn with
corporate photography gives me the privilege
to make photo reports or exhibitions.

What do you do for work and how
does photography fit into that?
An anecdote. In 2008, I had my first big order.
I had to portray the First President at the
Audit Office, Didier Migaud. He was chosen
by the President of the Republic, Nicolas
Sarkozy.The photo was to appear forever at
the Palais Cambon next to other portraits
painted or photographed since Napoleon. I
had never done such a prestigious portrait. So
I made myself a picture dictionary. I studied
the postures of French, British and American
presidents. I learned these pictures as we learn
a poetry. This nurtured my intuition on the
day of the shooting. So do not hesitate to learn,
to learn to take pictures.

What Genre’ of photography
are you most comfortable
working in?
I’m certainly more comfortable with reportage
photos or street photography. If I do fashion
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It depends. I can choose an assignments from
the start. I can also, after a few years to make a
classification.

Can you describe a few of your
trigger mechanisms that make
you want to stop and shoot?
As part of the documentary, I photograph what
strikes me, what moves me or what amuses
me. An example. In Calcutta, a man was playing a word rat on the street. I found it morbid
and visually bizarre. I followed him. He sang
a song. He went past movie posters. I had the
impression that the actors of the poster were
watching him. I pressed the trigger.
If someone asks me not to photograph it, I
respect it. I do not shoot.

How strong of a connection
do you have with your
subject matter and can you
describe that connection?
No answer.

What are your recurring themes?
I have a passion for the human, it’s reflected
in my photos, I think. For example, for street
photography, my approach allows to see
the beauty in what is immediately ignored,
considered ugly, bizarre or marginal. And at
the same time, to put the viewer face a social
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reality that usually refuses to see.

What is the distance to
your subject you are
most comfortable with
while working?
Always at the closest. I do not do landscape
photography. I photograph people.

What is your favorite Focal
Length or Field of View?
Between 35 and 55 mm, it’s good for me.

What camera are you
working with currently?
Canon 1Ds Mark III.
I will buy the Leica M10 soon. Anecdote.
During my report I thought I had a heart
attack in Kolkata last year. I had severe
pain in my neck, chest, and left arm. When
I went to see the cardiologist, he told me
that my heart was very healthy but that I
had stopped wearing heavy things on my
neck ... I had a sciatic neck because of the
weight of my photo box.

How do you see the
relationship with your camera?
Is it a friend, tool or whatever?
It’s like an Aladdin lamp. It’s a magic tool.
It allows you to travel, to meet a lot of
people, to produce interesting things, to
live several stories, to make you creative ...
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Do you have a preference
for Black & White or Color?
Please explain why.
For the documentary, I have never done
black and white. It could change. I get up
very early for the color. It’s a feast for the
eyes. I photography to India because of the
color. In France or London, I photograph
in black and white for two reasons: the
sky is often cloudy in Paris or London.
It’s darkness. The colors are dull. So I
favor black and white. The second reason
is that for me, black and white is more
expressionist, more tragic, perhaps less real,
more narrative. After all, our eyes see in
color.

Are you self taught, educated
or a little bit of both?
I am completely self taught.

How do you feel about
being photographed?
No answer.

Do you like to work by yourself
or to have someone with
you? Please explain why.
To photograph, I always work alone when
I’m reporting. For fashion or corporate
photos, there is often a lighting designer, a
makeup artist, an art director. I do not mind
working in a team. We always learn a lot
from each other.
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Do you listen to music while you
are shooting? How do you feel
the music enhances the visual
experience?
No music, I stay focused during my shoot.
However, when processing photos, I drink
tea and I listen to music without problems.

Do you have a preference for images as an analog or as a digital
state?
Digital saves time. A lot of time. We now
make beautiful photos with digital, so I have
no problem with that.

How important is the
post-processing of the
pictures in your work?
I’ll be honest with you. When I was a beginner, I spent too much time with photoshop
or lightroom. I was like a kid who overdid it.
There have been several scandals because
of Photoshop. So now I’m very careful. I’m
just raising the exhibit a little, lowering the
contrast a little, and that’s it. So I don’t waste
too much time with that.
However, the time for my selection can take
weeks.

Where in the world
are you located?
Paris

Where is your favorite
place to work?

When you’re feeling
somewhat slow or lost,
how do you find your way
back to find inspiration
to get working again?
I don’t photograph every day. I need a break
and this break allows me to find motivation
to take another picture. I read. I play sports.
I’m studying. It’s necessary to nurture intuition.

Do you exhibit your
work in any form?
I’ve done little exposure so far. Two in Russia and one in Switzerland.

Do you go to exhibitions or do so
on the web?
I go to the photo exhibitions every week. Paris is great for that. You can meet the photographers you love and chat with them.

Do you collect other photographers work?
I collect photographers books only.

How do you feel about the current state of photography?
Photography is in great shape... but not
photographers. As we know, the profession
of photographer has become very difficult for
some people. You have to be smart to get out
of it.

India, England, Japan.
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How satisfied are you
in your current state of
photography and what would
you like to improve upon?
Composition is for me the most interesting
in photography. That’s what I’m trying to
improve.

Can you describe how
you judge the success or
failure of your work?
No answer

What would you be doing now
if you had not picked up the
camera? I will do drawing.
What do you dislike
about photography?
The banality

Is there a question that
you would like to answer
that I haven’t asked?
No answer

If you would like to make a
closing statement, we’d love to
hear what you have to say.
No answer

WEBSITE
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BEFORE

AFTER (Vagrant preset)

GIVE YOUR BLACK & WHITES A WAKE UP CALL
P R E S E T S F O R L I G H T R O O M & S I LV E R E F E X

CHECK PRICE

Out of camera Digital images can look...so bland, so soul-less, so uninspiring.....so digital. Inspired Eye Presets
for Lightroom or Silver Efex are designed to bring character to otherwise cold digital looking images.
Film photography was simple because the look of the image was built in the film, with our presets you can have
that simplicity back with one click and a few tweaks, like the image above.
But don’t take our word for it, try them for yourself and see how our presets can help you create stunning
images.

Click here for More Info
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READER’S GALLERY
Q

Ivan Rigamonti

This passage in the station
hall is pretty crowded at this
time of day. But for a moment only the little girl and
probably her grandmother
were to be seen. The girl defied because her toy didn’t
do what she wanted. And
the grandmother waited
patiently as if she had all the
time in the world.

Q

R

Ivan Rigamonti

Four hours of street shooting
without any satisfying results.
So, I decided to travel home.
And then before taking the train
I find this scene. Four hours
of street shooting without any
satisfying results. So, I decided
to travel home. And then before
taking the train I find this scene.

adophil79

Heading to the playground
with my kids, i found this
light&shadow play
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If your photos are not there, please try again next issue. To submit your image, head to the website
(www.theinspiredeye.net), head to the Gallery tab and follow the instructions there. Click on the pictures to go on photographer's website, if available.

R

Jeremiah Gilbert

Souq Waqif, Doha, Qatar
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I had looked at this location
many times previous to this particular day but on this day I got
just the right characters coming into frame and the lighting
was perfect for a good silhouette
image. Taken at one of stairs to
Chicago’s elevated trains.

Jim Williams

Nothing tastes better than eating
what a food truck has to offer!

Q

John Walker

Long exposure Food Trucks
at the Rip Curl Pro event,
Bells Beach, Torquay
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R

John Walker

Food Trucks at the Rip Curl Pro
event, Bells Beach, Torquay
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RR

Gaz Jones

Saigon Back Streets, 2018.

R

Gaz Jones

Metalwork Shop. Saigon Back
Streets, 2018

Q

Jordan Barab

Shadows, colors and shapes at the argon
oil workshop in Morocco.

QQ

Jeremiah Gilbert

Asakusa Kannon Temple, Tokyo
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Ryan Choo

35mm Street Photography

R

Ryan Choo

35mm street portraits

Q

Matthias Haemmerly

the last game

QQ

adophil79

Red hat on escalator
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Samuel Okocha

Street pub. Lagos, 2018.
This image is part of my series
focused on capturing everyday
life of ordinary people on the
streets of Lagos, Nigeria. It’s also
a documentary of my journey as a
growing photographer and visual
storyteller.

R

Jordan Barab

Hard at work at a cafe in Takoma
Park, Maryland. The subtle colors and
shadows attracted me.
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